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Abstract: Traffic road sign detection and recognition is important to transport system with a robotic eyes or camera while driving 

in the road. The sign which is placed at the side of roads to impart information to road users is known as road signs or traffic 

signs. The application and the difficulty of road sign detection make road sign detection an interesting problem. In terms of 

application, road sign detection is quite important for the road sign recognition problem, since it is the most important step for a 

road sign recognition system. This paper presents an overview the traffic road sign detection and recognition, we developed and 

implemented the procedure to extract the road sign. The main objective of this paper is to design and construct a system which 

can automatically detect the direction of the road sign and recognize it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The sign which is placed iat ithe side of roads to impart information to users is known as road signs or traffic signs. Traffic 

sign recognition and detection is an important part of any autonomous vehicle. However, the real challenge lies in the detection 

and recognition of these traffic sign from the natural image in real time and with accuracy. 

One of the many important aspects for a self driving car is the ability for it to detect traffic signs in orders to provide safety 

and security for the people not only inside the car but also outside of it. It is mostly important for the autonomous vehicles to 

recognize the traffic signs. There is no complication of adding extra sign boards for this system to detect them. Traffic sign 

recognition is important for autonomous vehicles and also for manual drivers to avoid accidents. Traffic sign boards on the road 

sides become hard to look for the drivers and the driver may now and then miss the sign boards on the road. These boards may 

indicate Humps ahead or No parking or even accident zone etc. Many times as a result of the close traffic movement or the street 

condition driver may not read anything and regardless of the possibility that he tries to peruse it with a wide eye there is a shot  for 

the driver to lose focus on the road. 

All existing traffic sign boards can be detected using image processing techniques and open CV libraries alone. The  main 

advantage of an autonomous car: driving, often tedious and stressful, can be replaced by relaxing things(communication with 

friends or family, reading/viewing news on the internet, watching a movie, etc.). The accuracy and real time will determine the 

performance of detection system. Various traffic information such as traffic signs, obstacles and so on can be perceived in 
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Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition have received an increasing interest. This is due to wide range of applications that a 

system with this capability provides:- 

real time. So, automatic traffic sign detection and recognition with image processing technology are considered as crucial 

technologies of various intelligent vehicle systems. So, we design a system which can automatically detect and recognizes the 

traffic sign board. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Traffic signs provide valuable information about the road and play a vital role in safe and smooth driving. This is based 

upon a major approach to detect the direction. This system will play an important role for the detection purpose of specific 

domains like island, schools, traffic sign, universities, hospitals, offices etc. This propose a high performance detection system 

suited to fast vehicles or systems with low processing capabilities such as motor-cycles, or small portable recognition systems. 

Detection and Recognition is one of the most challenging task in the field of computer vision and digital image processing to 

detect a specific object in a real time environment. It is used to detect and classify road signs from within real-time color images 

captured by an image-sensor on-board of the vehicle. 

To develop a robust hybrid algorithm that can be used in a wide range, to evaluate the system performance with other 

existing methods and eventually to evaluate the classification algorithm performance. It is about the various existing methods 

used in detection and recognition iof traffic signs, the challenges that occur in dealing with live images. The system attempts to 

develop such a system which ican ialert iabout ithe approaching road signs early enough to prevent road accidents from happening. 

But various challenges iare ifaced iwhile ideveloping ian automatic road sign recognition system, such as detection phase and 

recognition iphase. 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH 

Proposed system idetects iand recognizes the traffic isign iboard. Specifically, iby ithe imiddle iof this century, we will witness 

a revolutionary ichange in how imeans of itransportation iwill itake iplace. iAnd ithat’s ibecause icars iwill idrive ialone from A to B, the 

driver’s irole iis isimply ito igive iorders ifor ithe idestination. iOther iactivities ifrom the category i“Time iis iMoney”(preparation of a 

presentation, ivideo iconference ior iother ithings ispecific ito ibusy ibusiness ipeople). Although, isafety iis iimportant itoo. Most of the 

road traffic iaccidents iare icaused iby the ihuman ifactor, iwhether ibased on ifatigue, ior ifailing ito iadapt to iroad iconditions. Humans 

are subject to imistake to ia imuch igreater iextent than the computer, so ianother igreat iadvantage awaiting ithe iauthorities from the 

autonomous cars iwill be ithe idrastic reduction of the accidents, iespecially iof ithe ivictims. 

 

Highway maintenance : Nowadays, a human operator has to watch a videotape to check the presence and condition of the signs.  

It is a tedious task because the signs appear from time to time, and because the operator has to pay great attention. The Esprit 

European project AUTOCAT presents a van developed for the automatic gathering of the traffic sign position. 

 
Sign inventory : It is basically the same application but in towns and cities. In this case the environment is more difficult than 

highways. The signs are not always placed perpendicular to the movement of the vehicles, producing a deformed image of the 

signs; besides, there are occlusions, and other objects with the same colour. There has been little work in this particular 

environment. 

 
Driver Support System : Traffic sign detection and recognition is one of the less studied subjects in the field of Driver Support 

Systems. Research groups have been focused on other aspects, more related with the development of an automatic pilot, as the 

detection of the road borders or the recognition of obstacles in the vehicle’s path such as other vehicles or pedestrians. The future 

Intelligent Vehicles would take some decisions about their speed, trajectory, etc. depending on the signs detected. 
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Intelligent Autonomous Vehicles: Mobile robots use landmarks as means for their relocalisation. In the case of artificial 

landmarks, they can be designed as traffic signs. The advantage of this idea is that some precise information is added to the sign, 

for example, indication the robot the path to follow or some task it has to perform in a particular location. 

 

In this project we use three modules:- 

• Main Frame & Contour Module- 

In this module, the main frame used to show the original images of camera and finding contours is like finding white object 

from black background. So remember, object to be found should be white and background should be black. 

• Matching Operations Module- 

This module provides regular matching operations similar to those found in contour frame which is only the main object 

sign board. In this module, we use Range Of Interest (ROI). 

• Corrected Perspective Module- 

This module gives accuracy depends on the changing thresholding values. The Perspective Correction module provides an 

image transform that corrects for the effects of perspective. 

IV. WORK MODULE 

Traffic road sign idetection iand recognition iis important to transport system with a robotic eyes or camera while driving in 

the road. In the itraffic iroad isign idetection iand irecognition, iwe developed and implemented the procedure to extract the road sign 

from a natural icomplex image. i 

The main iobjective iof this paper iis ito design iand construct ia icomputer based isystem iwhich ican automatically detect the direction 

of the road sign. This ipaper iis ibased upon ia imajor approach ito idetect the idirection. iIn ithis ipaper, iwe iwill demonstrate the basic 

idea of ihow idetect ithe iarea iand iextract iit. iThis isystem iwill iplay ian important irole ifor ithe detection ipurpose of specific domains 

like island, schools, traffic sign, universities, hospitals, offices etc. 

The work iis idivided iinto idifferent imodule ipart iare iasi:- 

• Main iframe i& icontour imodule- 
 

 

 

                            In ithis imodule, the main iframe used to show the 

original iimages of icamera and finding contours is like 

finding iwhite object ifrom black background. 

Contours are defined as the line joining all the 

points along the boundary of an image that are having  

the same intensity. Contours come handy in shape 

analysis, finding the size of the object of interest, and 

object detection. The contours are a useful tool for shape 

analysis and object detection and recognition. To find the 

different features of contours, like area, perimeter, 

centroid, bounding box etc. You will see plenty of 

functions related to contours. 

A contour is a closed curve of points or line 

segments, representing the boundaries of an object in an 

image. In other words, contours represent the shapes of 

objects found in an image. If internal detail is visible in 

an image, the object may produce several associated 

contours, which are returned in a hierarchical data 

structure.
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iwhite, while the background of the image should be black. 

Once we find the contours of the objects in an image, we can do things like determine the number of objects in an image, classify 

ithe shapes of the objects, or measure the size of the objects. The input to the contour-finding process is a binary image, which we 

iwill produce by first applying thresholding and / or edge detection. In the binary image, the objects we wish to detect should be 

 

 

Contours are abstract collections of points and / or line segments corresponding to the shapes of the objects in the image. Thus, 

they can be manipulated by our programs; we can count the number of contours, use them to categorize the shapes in the object, 

use them to crop objects from an image, and more. So, let us see how to find contours in an image, and use the contours to 

determine the number of objects in the image. Since finding contours works on white objects set against a black background, in 

our thresholding we want to turn off the pixels in the background, while turning on the pixels associated with it. Once we have  

the contours, we can use them to get the moments for the corresponding objects in the image. 

The moments of an object are weighted averages of pixel intensities, or functions upon those averages, and the precise details of 

the mathematics involved is fairly complicated. Luckily, we can easily use moments to determine things like the center of an 

object, the area inside a contour, and more, without worrying about the mathematics behind the scenes. So remember, object to  

be found should be white and background should be black. 

• Matching Operation iModule- i 

This imodule iprovides iregular imatching ioperations isimilar 

to those ifound iin contour iframe iwhich iis ionly ithe main object isign 

board. iIn ithis module, we use iRange iOf iInterest (ROI). iIt iis ia 

method ifor isearching and finding ithe location iof a reference iimage 

in a larger iimage. 

i i iOpenCV icomes iwith ia ifunction icv2.matchTemplate() ifor 

this purpose. It isimply islides ithe ireference iimage over ithe iinput 

image i(as in i2D convolution) iand compares the reference iand 

patch iof iinput iimage under ithe ireference image. iSeveral 

comparison imethods iare iimplemented iin iOpenCV. iIt ireturns a 

grayscale image, where ieach ipixel denotes ihow imuch does the 

neighbourhood of that pixel imatch iwith itemplate. 

 

For instance, if we are applying face recognition and we want to 

detect the eyes of a person, we can provide a random image of an 

eye as the template and search the source (the face of a person). 

In cases where almost identical templates are to be searched, the 

threshold should be set high. 

The idea is to find identical regions of an image that match a template we provide, giving a threshold. The threshold depends on 

the accuracy with which we want to detect the template in the source image. 

 

The goal of matching operation is match the source image with the output/outcome/resulted image. It is used to find the 

template in an image. For that we need two images i.e., Source image and Template image. It is very important module to match 

images on traffic sign board. 
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Fig.- System architecture of sign board detection and irecognition for self-driving ivehicle 

 

• Corrected iPerspective iModule- 

 i i i i i  

i i i     This module gives accuracy idepends ion the ichanging 

thresholding values. The Perspective iCorrection imodule 

provides an image transform that corrects for the effects of 

perspective which is very important for sign board detection 

and recognition for autonomous vehicle. 

It gives closeness of a thresholding value to a standard 

or known value. To determine if a value is accurate compare it 

to the accepted value. As these values can be anything which 

has been developed. This corrected perspective is very 

important for giving accuracy point of view. It gives accurate 

result of any image which the camera will captured for the sign 

board detection and recognition. 

With the accuracy and real time results, the proposed system 

has potential to be used in autonomous vehicle. In this way it 

provide accuracy for images which is perfect for giving 

outcome. 
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Traffic sign are an integral part of our road infrastructure. They provide critical information, sometimes compelling 

recommendations for road users. 

Traditionally, standard computer vision methods were employed to detect and recognize traffic signs, but these required 

considerable and time-consuming manual work to handcraft important features in images. Instead, by applying deep learning to 

this problem, we create a model that reliably classifies traffic signs, learning to identify the most appropriate features for this 

problem by itself. In this we can create a deep learning architecture that can identify traffic signs with close to the accuracy. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Snapshot of designed system is given below which shows interface of various modules of system along with their 

functionalities. Experimentation is carried out by using a road sign board images. All the experiments are carried out in Image 

Processing and open CV libraries. With the live footage, the system was able to detect the sign and recognize it. 

This system can provide multiple active features like real-time traffic sign detection using powerful cameras, obstacle detection 

and more often highly automated cars. The experimental result of road sign detection and recognition are as:-1) The results of 

road sign detection 2) The recognition result. It helps researchers because it is time effective one. As a whole, this method can 

reach the need of real time and accuracy for the detection and recognition of traffic signs. The overall experimental result as 

shown as below:- 

 

 

 

Fig.- Snapshot of Self-driving Vehicle with its components Fig.- Snapshot of Self-driving working module 
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Fig.- iSnapshot iof iAutomatic Self-driving iVehicle 

VI. CONCLUSION 

It presents the conclusion of this dissertation and the future work ithat ican be carried out ion ithe ibasis of the present work. 

The conclusion isummarizes ithe ioverall iwork ithat ihas ibeen icarried iout in ithis idissertation. 

 
Road signs which iare idesigned ifor ihuman ieyes iare easily idetectable & irecognizable. iIt iis iused ito ireduce ithe processing time. The 

detection iaccuracy ican ibe iincreased. iIt iis ireliable & more efficient. It iis ifast i& irobust. iIt reduces the number of accidents & 

false-positives iwhich ican iappear iin camera isign idetection. iIt iis used to keep control of ivehicle ispeed from the speed limit boards 

or even to go slow iat ischool izones or ipedestrian icrossing zones. All iexisting traffic sign boards can be detected using image 

processing techniques & open iCV ilibraries ialone. 

 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

 
1) The detection and recognition procedure is performed in a real time. 

2) It also can be used to automatically take actions regarding the traffic signs that appear. 

3) It will navigates from google map. 

4) It will uses the Auto Breaking System (ABS) for obstacle. 
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